Die neue Rechnergeneration 2018

Die Verwaltungseinheit Informationstechnologie (ZID) ersetzt im Jahr 2018 eine große Anzahl der PCs. Zum Einsatz kommen die Lenovo ThinkCentre M910q Tiny. Die PCs haben eine sehr kompakte Bauform (USFF = UltraSmallFormFactor). Die verbauten Komponenten ermöglichen einen flüsterleisen Betrieb, so dass diese Rechner am Schreibtisch zum Einsatz kommen werden.


Lenovo ThinkCentre M910q Tiny

Der Lenovo ThinkCentre M910q Tiny kann sowohl liegend als auch stehend eingesetzt werden.

Weitere Informationen zum Lenovo ThinkCentre M910q Tiny entnehmen Sie bitte dem Datenblatt!
Lenovo™ ThinkCentre M910 Tiny

THINK BIG WITH A TINY DESKTOP

Smaller, more powerful and more versatile than a traditional desktop PC – ThinkCentre M910 Tiny raises the limits of desktop computing.

The ultra-compact ThinkCentre M910 Tiny is packed with the latest technology found in full-sized desktops. Featuring the latest Intel® processors up to core i7 and DDR4 memory, this desktop can power up and load files fast, view rich content on up to 4 displays – think big and multitask with ease. With optional PCIe SSD, you’ll experience fast boot up times and files open faster than ever. What’s more, this ‘modular’ powerhouse effortlessly sits in the rear of the display or anywhere you want with mounting options to improve your environment.

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE LENOVO™ THINKCENTRE M910 TINY

Mount Tiny Anywhere
96% smaller than a traditional desktop tower, Tiny can mount anywhere to free up your space. Place it on a wall, behind a monitor or even a desk.

Packs a Punch
With the Intel® Core™ i7 processors, and DDR4 memory, you can carry out intensive tasks with speed and ease. Optional PCIe SSD enables powering up in a flash, load files even faster and avoid delays.

The Power to Transform
Create your own ‘modular’ all-in-one PC with ThinkCentre Tiny housed in the back of a Tiny-in-One(TIO) display. Upgrade the display and Tiny separately to ensure more use from your assets over time.

Built Tough
MIL-SPEC tested, ThinkCentre Tiny are powerful desktops ready to handle even mission critical tasks. With optional dust shield which can reduce dust up to 40%, ThinkCentre Tiny stays reliable for longer.

WHO NEEDS THE LENOVO™ THINKCENTRE M910 TINY?

1. Progressive IT decision makers who recognise technological performance as integral to empowering their business
2. Busy professional requiring desktop-standard performance in a modular, portable device
3. Mobile multitaskers who appreciate the versatility of multiple screen support that enables them to keep track, create, present – relocate and go.
Lenovo™ ThinkCentre M910 Tiny

WHAT'S IN A THINKCENTRE® TINY

PERFORMANCE
Operating System
Windows 10 Pro
Windows 10 Pro downgrade
Windows 7 (not available with 7th generation Intel processor)
Processor
Up to 7th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 vPro™ processor
Storage
1 x 2.5" HDD/SSD
1 x M.2 Slot for SSD or Intel® Optane™
Memory
2 x DDR4 2400MHz SODIMM
Maximum 32GB
Graphics
Up to Intel® Integrated graphics 630
Power Adapter
65W 88% Adapter
90W 88% Adapter (w/ IO box)

DESIGN
Dimensions
179 mm x 183 mm x 34.5 mm
Weight
1.32 kg
MIL-SPEC
Yes
Ease of Use (Tool-less Access)
Open Chassis / HDD / Memory

SECURITY
Kensington Lock

GREEN CERTIFICATION
Energy Star 6.1, EPEAT Gold certified (North America), UL GreenGuard certified, Erp lot 3 verified

CONNECTIVITY
Front I/O
2 x USB3.0 (1 for fast charge)
2 x Audio (1 combo)
Rear I/O
4 x USB3.0
2 x DP
2 optional ports:
(1) DP/HDMI/Type-C*/VGA/serial
(2) serial
*Note: Type-C port with USB and display function
1 x LAN
WLAN (optional)
1 x 1802.11ac WLAN + Bluetooth® 4.0
2 x 2 802.11ac WLAN + Bluetooth® 4.0
2 x 2 802.11ac WLAN + Bluetooth® 4.0 + Intel® vPro™

SOFTWARE
Windows 10 Preloads:
APS (Active Protect System)
Cyberlink PowerDVD Create, Power2Go and Power Producer (optional)
Cyberlink PowerDVD SD (optional)
Lenovo Companion
Lenovo ID
Lenovo ThinkVantage Tools
Microsoft Office (Trial)

Windows 7 Preloads:
Adobe Reader
APS (Active Protect System)
Create Recovery Media
Cyberlink PowerDVD Create, Power2Go and Power Producer (optional)
Cyberlink PowerDVD SD (configurable)
Internet Explorer
Lenovo Solution Center
Lenovo ThinkVantage Tools
Microsoft Office (Trial)

SPECIFICATIONS
Lenovo™ ThinkCentre M910 Tiny

RECOMMENDED SERVICES
Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support and protect your investment. Succeed with substance and let Lenovo Service support you all the way.

PRIORITY TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Makes your priority, our priority. 24 x 7 priority call routing to advanced-level technicians, electronic incident tracking, and escalation management services.

WARRANTY UPGRADES—ON-SITE AND NEXT BUSINESS DAY
Maximizes PC uptime and productivity by providing convenient and fast repair service at your place of business.

WARRANTY EXTENSIONS (1-3 YEARS TOTAL DURATION)
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps accurately budget for PC expenses, protect your valuable investment, and lower the cost of ownership over time.

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION
Avoid the hassle of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops, or damage to the integrated screen.

KEEP YOUR DRIVE
Retain your drive if it should happen to fail, giving you peace of mind knowing that your valuable data is secure.

ASSET TAGGING
Systems come equipped with a professional, flexible asset tag based on your exact specifications. PCs are easily identifiable and trackable right out of the box.

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
ThinkVision P27q
ThinkCentre IL Tiny Dust Shield
ThinkCentre Tiny VESA Mount
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